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Mountain View, CA. Having organized all of human knowledge, Google has announced plans to organize all of human
ignorance. At a recent press conference CEO Eric Schmidt explained: ?I asked our engineers to describe to me the
largest computational task our company could undertake. Several of them said that organizing human ignorance is a
task no other company could undertake. Admittedly, human ignorance is vast -- perhaps unlimited ? but our goal is to
organize all of it. Consistent with our mobile strategy, we aim to provide anytime, anywhere ignorance.
Last month we did a brief test organizing a small portion of human ignorance. The process so strained our servers that
they melted the steel shelves they sit on. We had to take the servers off-line to cool them down.
You might be wondering: 'What would be the advantage of having all of human ignorance organized?' Well, suppose
you were seeking to do a particular task and wanted to know all of human ignorance related to that particular task. In a
split second Google will deliver to you just that targeted ignorance you're looking for.
More Here [3]

In other Google news:
Introducing Gmail Custom Time
Be on time. Every time.
Just click "Set custom time" from the Compose view. Any email you send to the past appears in the proper
chronological order in your recipient's inbox. You can opt for it to show up read or unread by selecting the appropriate
option.
Introducing Gmail Custom Time [4]
And:

Announcing Project Virgle
Virgle's goal is simple: the establishment of a permanent human settlement on Mars. Larry Page, Sergey Brin and I feel
strongly that contemporary technology is sufficiently advanced to make such an effort both successful and economical,
and that it's high time that humanity moved beyond Earth and began our great, long journey to explore the stars and
establish our first lasting foothold on another world.
Announcing Project Virgle [5]
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